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Structure & navigation
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Our website offers content for our sending and receiving customers.

The top menu allows you to access the different resources according to your needs.

Discover our shipping solutions and our advice for optimal deliveries

Track and reschedule your delivery, find a DPD depot or a Pickup parcelshop

Our solutions for the return of parcels from your customers

Login to the dedicated areas for shippers and consignees

Access to shippers and consignees FAQs, tips and advice, and a contact form

A keyword search engine for site content 

Access the About DPD France, Our CSR commitments and Recruitment pages

• Sending parcels

• Receiving parcels

• Returning parcels

• Customer login

• Need help ?

• Search 🔍

• Menu ☰
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Track a parcel

You can track a parcel from several places on our 

website:

- Home page

- Receiving parcels > Track my parcel section 

from the top menu

You can then search for a parcel by :

- Its label number (you can enter up to 25 parcel 

nos. to search for multiple parcels)

- Its internal reference and the associated 

shipper customer account number
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Track a parcel

You will find the steps of the delivery.

You also have access to :

- The DPD France depot in charge of the delivery, 

its opening hours and the means of contacting 

Customer Service

- The Pickup parcelshop that received the parcel, 

if applicable, with its opening hours

- The proof of delivery if available.

Access to the proof of delivery is reserved for 

shippers, who must authenticate themselves by 

entering their sender account number.
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Plan a new delivery

You can reschedule the delivery of a parcel from 

several places on our website:

- Home page: Plan a new delivery box

- Receive parcels > Reschedule my delivery 

section of the top menu

Enter the parcel or delivery notice number, then 

the postcode of the parcel destination.

You will be redirected to the Recipients' Area 

where you will be offered various re-delivery 

options.
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Locate a DPD France depot

You can search for a DPD France depot from 

several locations on our website:

- Home page: Find a DPD France depot box 

- Receive parcels > Find my DPD France depot 

section of the top menu

Enter the postcode you are looking for and click on 

Submit.

You will then find the nearest depot, as well as its 

address and opening hours.

A map showing the location of the branch is also 

available.
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Locate Pickup parcelshops

You can search for Pickup parcelshops from the 

Receive parcels > Find my Pickup parcelshop

section of the top menu.

Enter the full address around which you want to 

search for Pickup parcelshops (street, postcode and 

town).

You can also find details of a particular Pickup 

parcelshop by entering its network ID (P followed 

by 5 digits).
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Locate Pickup parcelshops

You will find the nearest Pickup parcelshops around 

the address you entered.

The name of each shop, its address and its network 

ID are indicated.

A map showing the location of the shops is 

displayed. 

Each point on the map is clickable, and allows you 

to access the opening hours.
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Shippers login

You can log in to your shippers portal from 

several places on our website:

- Home page: Shippers portal box

- Sending parcels section of the top menu

- Customer Login > Shippers portal section of 

the top menu

You now have access to two tools for managing 

your shipments:

- Labelling and Collections Request

- Additional Information Requests
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Help & Contact
Useful resources are available on our website, from 

the Need help? section of the top menu.

- Chatbot: located at the bottom right, it allows 

you to quickly track a package or get support via 

instant messaging

- FAQ: our online knowledge bases for senders 

and consignees contain answers to the most 

frequently asked questions

- Tips and advice: useful information to ensure a 

safe and compliant delivery

- Contact: a contact form allowing you to send 

your request to our Customer Service
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